
Dear comrades,

Warm greetings from Damascus!

The Syrian Communist Youth Union - Khaled Bagdash Youth sends you its warmest greetings
on the occasion of the 2nd Congress of the League of Young Communists USA being sure that
its decisions will be decisive for the strengthening of your organization and the development of
your struggle, wishing it success in its work in a way that serves its struggle for the sake of the
interests of the toiling youth and for the victory of socialism. Despite all the odds, especially with
the Covid-19 pandemic, your fraternal organization holds an important role in the earnest
struggle in face of the tyranny of the capital.

The Syrian people and youth are valorously countering the fierce aggressive attack on our
homeland launched by imperialism and global Zionism with the aid of reactionary and
subordinate regimes in our region, using all means of aggression from economic blockade to
supporting obscurantist terrorist groups and up to direct occupation. In these exceptional health
conditions that humanity is going through, the unfair economic sanctions unjustly imposed on
the Syrian people by the imperialist and colonial circles are aimed at the livelihood and health of
the people, especially in light of the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, which constitutes a
crime against humanity. The Syrian Communist Youth Union - Khaled Bagdash Youth is waging
shoulder to shoulder with all the patriotic forces in our country, the major battle for the sake of
defending national independence and full national sovereignty and liberating the last inch of the
homeland from the abomination of the NATO occupation.

We take this opportunity to thank you for the international solidarity with the just struggle waged
by the Syrian people and youth against the imperialist aggression against our country. We are
confident that victory will be on the side of the struggle of the people and that together we will
prevail.



Long live Marxism-Leninism!
Long live proletarian internationalism!
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